
A ‘Korean-ised’ Shakespeare, SoonChunHyang University
combines Elizabethan verses, K-pop and traditional
Korean music into a journey through time and culture.

Merry Wives of Seoul is a Korean-ised adaptation of Shakespeare’s Merry
Wives of Windsor, mixing the contemporary with the past in a thrilling blend of
traditional Korean dance, music and theatre with contemporary K-pop. With the
addition of western music this show is an intercultural experience with a fresh
perspective on the past, the present and the romance of revenge.

Sir John Falstaff is an overweight, old, obscene knight with a dwindling bank
account. To fight off his money troubles, he decides to woo two wives of the
richest men in Seoul. A twisting, turning game of mistaken identities, double
crossings and love triangles, this classic Shakespearian comedy is a whirlwind of
bubbly fun.

This refreshingly contemporary take on Shakespeare and Korean culture brings
together dance, music and stunning visuals into a vivacious farce.

EDP (English Drama Performance) is the student drama club from
Soonchunhyang University in South Korea. EDP has performed various English
plays since its establishment in 1986, starting with Arthur Miller's Death of a
Salesman, and including a Korean-ised Taming of the Shrew. Starting in 2007, this
production has been staged successfully in Seoul, Tokyo, Nagoya, Singapore,
Edinburgh, New York, Boston, Brisbane, and London. The company also received
several awards at the College Student Shakespeare Festival, hosted by the
Shakespeare Association of Korea and National Theatre of Korea. The
achievements of the EDP have been widely covered by the national media and
press in South Korea.

Previous reviews for The Merry Wives of Seoul:
‘Sure fire winner... genuinely fresh take on one of the Bard’s best farces’
The Review
‘Effortlessly impressive’ The Skinny
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ten word blurb
K-pop and traditional Korean dance fuse in Shakespearean classic.

twenty word blurb
Koreanised adaptation of Shakespeare’s classic. A melting pot of K-pop,
traditional dance and Western culture.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Koreanised adaptation of Shakespeare’s classic. Follow two women who set
out to outwit Falstaff, and the plans society makes for them, in this melting
pot of K-pop, traditional dance and Western culture.

fringe web blurb
Koreanised adaptation of Shakespeare’s classic. Falstaff, a fat and
debauched knight, tries to tempt two married women in Seoul and steal their
wealth. But these two clever women see through his plan and set out to
deceive him. A story that proves that women are more than the traditional
helpers of men, but agents in their own right who outwit the plans society
makes for them, and are ready to reform current traditions. EDP
Soonchunhyang University return to Edinburgh with this brand new uniquely
Korean physical comedy take on Shakespeare’s timeless tale.

author
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company website
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A ‘Korean-ised’ Shakespeare, SoonChunHyang University
combines Elizabethan verses, K-pop and traditional
Korean music into a journey through time and culture.

Merry Wives of Seoul is a Korean-ised adaptation of Shakespeare’s Merry
Wives of Windsor, mixing the contemporary with the past in a thrilling blend of
traditional Korean dance, music and theatre with contemporary K-pop. With the
addition of western music this show is an intercultural experience with a fresh
perspective on the past, the present and the romance of revenge.

Sir John Falstaff is an overweight, old, obscene knight with a dwindling bank
account. To fight off his money troubles, he decides to woo two wives of the
richest men in Seoul. A twisting, turning game of mistaken identities, double
crossings and love triangles, this classic Shakespearian comedy is a whirlwind of
bubbly fun.

This refreshingly contemporary take on Shakespeare and Korean culture brings
together dance, music and stunning visuals into a vivacious farce.

EDP (English Drama Performance) is the student drama club from
Soonchunhyang University in South Korea. EDP has performed various English
plays since its establishment in 1986, starting with Arthur Miller's Death of a
Salesman, and including a Korean-ised Taming of the Shrew. Starting in 2007, this
production has been staged successfully in Seoul, Tokyo, Nagoya, Singapore,
Edinburgh, New York, Boston, Brisbane, and London. The company also received
several awards at the College Student Shakespeare Festival, hosted by the
Shakespeare Association of Korea and National Theatre of Korea. The
achievements of the EDP have been widely covered by the national media and
press in South Korea.

Previous reviews for The Merry Wives of Seoul:
‘Sure fire winner... genuinely fresh take on one of the Bard’s best farces’
The Review
‘Effortlessly impressive’ The Skinny

21.07

1. About show

Merry Wives of Seoul is a Koreanized adaptation of Merry

Wives of Windsor by Shakespeare. The particular use that

this production makes of is traditional Korean dance, music

and theatre as well as of contemporary K-pops. In addition,

western music makes it an effective model of the

Koreanization of Shakespeare in intercultural contexts. The

plot for the show is as follows. Sir John Falstaff is an

overweight, old, and obscene knight. When Falstaff stopped

by Seoul, he decides to woo the wives of two of Windsor's

Page, and Ford, to get the money out of them. He sends his

subordinates, Nym and Pistol, to each of the wives with

letters. The wives compare the letters and find that they are

identical. They decide to teach him a lesson and devise

plans. Pistol and Nym tell Ford about Falstaff's intentions

and Ford, a naturally jealous man, resolves to catch his wife

out. He disguises himself as Master Brook, with a passion

for Mistress Ford, and goes to Falstaff and offers him

money to woo her on his behalf. Falstaff tells him that a

meeting has already been arranged and agrees to Master

Brook's request. Slender has fallen in love for Page's

daughter, Anne, who secretly loves a young man, Fenton, of

whom Page disapproves. Anne's mother, Mistress Page, is

determined that she will marry the French doctor, Caius.

When Caius hears about Slender's suit by Parson Hugh

Evans, he got angered to Parson Hugh Evans.word count
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K-pop meets Shakespeare
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